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1 V2017052400003 CLIP 1 

2 

3 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] 

4 Joe Marshall: Fucking when I move Mate, my fucking rib is proper tender [inaudible]. 

5 Joe Marshall: Urgh. 

6 Tam Burns: Urgh. 

7 Callum Tulley: Urgh but actually --

8 Joe Marshall: Not very nice though, is it? 

9 Callum Tulley: No, it's not. 

10 Tam Burns: No, it's not. 

11 Joe Marshall: I don't care about things like that, it's just the fact that it's someone's mouth. 
12 That's the only thing that bothers me. 

13 Ed Fiddy: What? How did you get bitten? I wasn't listening to you. 

14 Tam Burns: I'll just say no. 

15 Joe Marshall: No. 

16 Tam Burns: Spontaneous. As long as it's always when you do something spontaneous 

17 [inaudible]. 
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18 Ed Fiddy: Well, you're going to hold me on spontaneous. 

19 Joe Marshall: Well I. 

20 Joe Marshall: It wasn't spontaneous. 

21 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] 

22 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

23 Tam Burns: [Inaudible] 

24 Joe Marshall: Once it's said [inaudible]. 

25 Tam Burns: [inaudible] this is spontaneous you don't think about it you just jump in, don't 
26 you? [Inaudible] 

27 Ed Fiddy: [inaudible]. 

28 Tam Burns: Being spontaneous? 

29 Joe Marshall: Eighteen months. 

30 Tam Burns: Twice in the last [inaudible] 

31 Joe Marshall: Eighteen months. Over 18 months. 

32 Tam Burns: How --

33 Joe Marshall: I think [inaudible]. 

34 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

35 Callum Tulley: You love a fight. 

36 Tam Burns: I don't, I hate it. Ever since that time in E-Wing my finger got bent up. It's 
37 never been bloody right [inaudible]. 

38 Callum Tulley: I'm joking. 

39 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

40 Callum Tulley : What happened to you? 

41 Tam Burns: I was in E-Wing. A fight broke out. 

42 Callum Tulley: Oh really? 

43 Tam Burns: [inaudible] I was with! 173) the blind guy. And then -- not DX and 
44 DX

45 Callum Tulley: Oh, all right. 

46 Tam Burns: I was with DX and DX ;and then three others -- three others joined in and 

47 started throwing pool balls [inaudible]. I think it's just horrible. 

48 RADIO VOICE: [inaudible]. 

49 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

50 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 

51 
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52 V2017052400003 CLIP 2 

53 Tam Burns: They're so - do you know what? I've not been on this side for quite a while and 

54 I'm all out the loop but I notice how more aggressive it is here . This side now is a lot more 

55 aggressive. It always has been like that but I have noticed the difference. 

56 Callum Tulley: So you think it's got more aggressive? 

57 Tam Burns: Yes I do. 

58 Joe Marshall: Oh mate, no end, massively so. 

59 Tam Burns: Yeah. 

60 Callum Tulley: Really? 

61 Tam Burns: Yeah. Yeah. 

62 Ed Fiddy: We had [inaudible] down for dinner who was like [inaudible] 

63 Tam Burns: Really rude. 

64 Ed Fiddy: we had like chilli con came or something, and he was like 'I don't want it' 
65 [inaudible] yeah don't have it then, move on. 

66 Tam Burns: Yeah. They just want you to make a fuss 

67 Ed Fiddy: I was like... 

68 Tam Burns: Yeah. 

69 Callum Tulley: Yeah its almost as though they are surprised now when you say no. 

70 Ed Fiddy: It's like your name--

71 Tam Burns: Mm. 

72 Ed Fiddy: he was like didn't eat — I didn't eat this afternoon'. I was like 'that's not my 
73 problem'. 

74 Joe Marshall: Yeah one little change, changing one little thing can become this whole massive 
75 issue. 

76 Tam Burns: I know. This culture kitchen and I was here last Friday the form hadn't been 
77 handed in with the ingredients. 

78 Ed Fiddy: Mate I can't say what I used to say. 

79 Tam Burns: Oh my God. 

80 Joe Marshall: No that's the other thing. 

81 Ed Fiddy: [inaudible] If I used to say something I used to [inaudible] we have an amazing 

82 wing. 

83 Tam Burns: Then you won't -- because you don't know who the new officers have been 
84 [inaudible] 

85 Joe Marshall: On that same day, [inaudible] you know that mental piece [inaudible] on D 

86 wing. 
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87 Tam Burns: I don't know who those people are. 

88 Joe Marshall: So he shoved me in the chest, right, when we had a set-to, and he proper 
89 fucking tried to shove me. You know, take a little step back. So I step back towards him. 

90 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] 

91 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] come past, in the middle yeah and they pulled him into the room 
92 and this guy is still shouting. I was like, "Get the fuck out of [inaudible]" you know. 

93 Tam Burns: Mm. 

94 Joe Marshall: You know. I was like let them get out the fucking way and come back over 
95 here so he's trying to get back round them and they are holding him. So it was a proper set-
96 to. And then as I was walking off like you do, I was fucking livid, you know what I mean, I 
97 can't remember but I was saying stuff that yeah, you know, I mean. [inaudible]. One new 
98 member of staff there, that I hope is ok, [inaudible] and I just thought oh no, that will be me 
99 because they will put in a thing. 

100 Ed Fiddy: And then it looks really bad, doesn't it? 

101 Joe Marshall: The word cunt probably came out of my mouth, you know what I mean? But 
102 one of them shoved me. Not like a little - trying to start a fight. 

103 Tam Burns: Yeah. It's a heat of the moment thing Joe, you can't remember what you've said 
104 and that's it so it just comes out, doesn't it? So --

105 Callum Tulley: Yeah. Well you had D wing running like clock work [inaudible]. 

106 Tam Burns: Yeah, [inaudible] 

107 Joe Marshall: Yeah, exactly. The point is, and this is the point right. You're dealing with -
108 you get the odd great worker but you didn't have great workers. But because the regime was 
109 managed on the wing by the staff, therefore the workers were managed. 

110 Tam Burns: Yeah. 

111 Joe Marshall: So they've done a good job because there was discipline enforced. You know, 
112 they were checked on and all the rest of it. But the point is -- there's the point now. There's 
113 no control of discipline so everything is fucked; the workers are shit, dinner time is shit, bang 
114 up is shit, am I right? All of that shit. Everything is shit because they've no control [inaudible]. 

115 Tam Burns: I just found it a lot more aggressive. 

116 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] what time did you leave home last night? 

117 Callum Tulley: I left at 10:00. 

118 Joe Marshall: 10:00 at night. 10:00 at night because someone from [inaudible] 

119 Callum Tulley: A-Wing guy was on D-Wing. 

120 Joe Marshall: Now when they called roll count wrong at 9:30 or whenever and they said 
121 physical roll count which I'm sure they did. They would have found that guy immediately if 
122 staff were going in the room -- physical roll count to me, you go in the room, you check the 
123 cunts and then you check the toilets to make sure there's no one hiding. Am I right? 

124 Ed Fiddy: Yeah. 
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125 Joe Marshall: So at 9:30 they'd have gone, where has he come from? 

126 Tam Burns: [inaudible] when you first --

127 Joe Marshall: Where are they? What's your name mate and it's done. Because I [inaudible] 

128 I watched it yesterday because yesterday we called physical roll count didn't we? 

129 Callum Tulley: Well, through -- put lunch and dinner. 

130 Joe Marshall: Lunch and dinner. So I'm watching [inaudible] 45 minutes late the roll count. 
131 45 [inaudible] 

132 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

133 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] 

134 Callum Tulley: Yeah, yeah, yeah. 

135 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] 

136 Tam Burns: When we first started here, if they were not in their rooms you locked the door 
137 and I've always done that. 

138 Joe Marshall: Absolutely. 

139 Tam Burns: --lock the door, now you have to come round [inaudible] 

140 Joe Marshall: The things we used to do, we'd get the sack now. 

141 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

142 Joe Marshall: I can remember 20 past 8 at night, you know what you'd get: fuck you cunt 
143 all the rest of it. I'm not banging up, punching the pool table, all the rest of it. Going nuts. 
144 [Inaudible] on the ground floor I watched him go in his room, about 8:20 at night, going 
145 mental. We said, "Fuck this." So I legged it down the wing I just locked the cunt up. I went 
146 haha. You are banged up now mate. Going mad, punching the door. That was it, we left it, 
147 done. [inaudible] 

148 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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149 V2017052400003 CLIP 3 

150 Joe Marshall: -- they got me up early that's why [inaudible] excuse me. 

151 Ed Fiddy: We give that to the town we go under investigation. [inaudible] 

152 Joe Marshall: Anyway, Kai Clarke. Is Kai Clarke in today? 

153 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

154 Callum Tulley: Your best mate. 

155 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

156 Callum Tulley: Who is [inaudible]? 

157 Joe Marshall: Did you hear about Kai Clarke? 

158 Callum Tulley: What? No. 

159 Joe Marshall: You're joking me. 

160 Callum Tulley: What happened? He was in yesterday. 

161 Joe Marshall: This did not come from me. It's public knowledge as such. 

162 Callum Tulley: Yeah, I know you're not a gossip, I get that. 

163 Joe Marshall: No, but I [inaudible] 

164 Callum Tulley: Yeah. You are a gossip but you don't want everyone knowing you're chatting 
165 about it. 

166 Joe Marshall: It's a serious issue because it was involving pl DX [00:14:02:22]. He 

167 took his keys off [inaudible]. - There was a guy on the netting the other day. He was in the 
168 CNR stairwell. 

169 Callum Tulley: Uh-uh. 

170 Joe Marshall: -- Wait for this. He took his shoes off -- no, I'm serious, he took his shoes off, 
171 took his [inaudible] 

172 Callum Tulley: So they had a proper --

173 Joe Marshall: Took off put it on the floor, took his actual belt off and put it on the floor. Went 
174 and dealt with something on the wing - the guy on the netting. Left his keys, radio, the whole 

175 lot just there on the stairwell with the door unlocked. 

176 Callum Tulley: No way. 

177 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] and no shoes on. 

178 Callum Tulley: No way. 

179 Joe Marshall: And no shoes on. 

180 Callum Tulley: Does he want to get sacked? 

181 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] as a result of dealing with this incident with no shoes --

182 Callum Tulley: Was this the guy on the netting? This is yesterday? 
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183 Joe Marshall: The day before. Ended up in CSU with no shoes, no keys, no radio. Where was 
184 it? 

185 Callum Tulley: I don't know. 

186 Joe Marshall: In the same place for half an hour just unattended. 

187 Callum Tulley: Oh fuck that, I though you were going to say in a detainee's room [inaudible]. 

188 Joe Marshall: It could be. Jesus Christ. [inaudible] how stupid can you get? That's like you 
189 going 'just popping out to my car' and going - taking all your gear off, leaving it there and 
190 walking out and I'd be sitting there like.But how stupid can you get? Can you believe someone 
191 would do that? And on top of that, do you know what he actually done? Do you know what 
192 he actually done? He actually -- this is the best bit -- just don't spread it from me please. 
193 People know because obviously people were there.. It's actually because the guy was on the 
194 netting and the guy's got off the netting so the guy is leaning on the railing like that, yeah. 
195 Leaning. 

196 Callum Tulley: So why did he take the shoes off? Anyway --

197 Joe Marshall: So the guy is leaning on the railing now so he is not on the netting. Bear this 
198 in mind. 

199 Callum Tulley: Yeah, it's just there. 

200 Joe Marshall: Now this guy is not on the netting. So in theory, even though he has been on 
201 the net, now he is not actually doing anything wrong he's just doing this. Theres other detainees 
202 out, a couple of detainees, cleaners I think. So Kai is [inaudible]. He is in that CNR stairwell 
203 door you know what I'm talking about, don't you? 

204 Callum Tulley: Yeah I know about it, yeah. 

205 Joe Marshall: So he's looking through the gap for the guy and then all of a sudden [inaudible] 
206 see him take his shoes off [inaudible] the fuck? Takes all the gear off, like I said. Carries on 
207 watching for a few minutes. Out of nowhere, he slowly opens the door, sneaks out and then he 
208 switches the camera and he sprints -- sprints across the floor, leaps through the air -- this is 
209 honestly true -- and grabs the detainee who is just leaning against the thing like this leaning 
210 there and a massive bear hug drags him to the floor --

211 Callum Tulley: Fuck. 

212 Joe Marshall: Yes mate, and then they take him down to CSU, the guy gets up and walks so 
213 they are walking down to CSU. 

214 Callum Tulley: Does he get wrapped up in there? 

215 Joe Marshall: No. Because Kai is on his own, other people come over and it [inaudible] 

216 Callum Tulley: The detainees are out? 

217 Joe Marshall: This guy gets up and walks, right? 

218 Callum Tulley: Right. 

219 Joe Marshall: Walking down to CSU -- and this is the point - so they're walking him down, 
220 Kai [inaudible] use force which is actually assault. 
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221 Callum Tulley: Because it's only one of him? 

222 Joe Marshall: And what's the reason for --

223 Callum Tulley: But he was on the netting, is that right? 

224 Joe Marshall: He was not anymore. 

225 Callum Tulley: All right. Okay. Jeez. 

226 Joe Marshall: What is the use of force for? 

227 Callum Tulley: Yeah, yeah. Sure. Sure. 

228 Joe Marshall: It's assault. 

229 Callum Tulley: Yeah. 

230 Joe Marshall: Walked him down, got down there, started doing the [inaudible] all of a sudden 

231 someone has turned up 20 minutes later. Kai? Shoes, key, radio. 

232 Callum Tulley: What does he do? 

233 Joe Marshall: Puts his shoes on, puts his stuff on then got - then they found out, obviously, 
234 so the [inaudible] were like go and put everything back, finish your shift in the gatehouse, and 

235 that was the last time he was in. 

236 Callum Tulley: Do you reckon he will get sacked for that? 

237 Joe Marshall: What do you think? 

238 Callum Tulley: Yeah, I do obviously but --

239 Joe Marshall: I personally think that if you saw it it's the worst most stupidest thing --

240 Callum Tulley: Yeah, it's always hard to believe. 

241 Joe Marshall: -- I have seen in all years I have worked. I can't believe - bearing in mind 
242 when he sprinted across the floor and bear hugged this you know 

243 E D317 

244 Callum Tulley: - the guy on CSU now? 

245 Joe Marshall: Yeah. He's leaning next to the guy on the other side . Kai has left that door 
246 open with his keys in [inaudible]. 

247 Callum Tulley: [inaudible] 

248 Joe Marshall: So he is fighting the bloke on the floor, the door is open and on the other side 
249 of the door is his keys , radio, fish knife, shoes. ; D317 A is on camera laughing because 
250 he's obviously thinking, "What is this guy doing?" 

251 Callum Tulley: Yesterday when the roll call was wrong we were doing this headcount at 9:45. 
252 This guy [inaudible] this officer was saying, "We're going to see detainees' rooms," and they 
253 were laughing at us, like taking the piss. This officer was saying this is embarrassing. Do you 
254 know what I mean? They are like -- it's just I can't believe he just left his keys unattended 
255 when detainees have got access. 

256 Joe Marshall: [inaudible]. 
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257 Callum Tulley: Yeah, massively. 

258 Joe Marshall: Enormously, enormously so. 

259 Callum Tulley: Massively. If they went missing, they would have had to... 

260 Joe Marshall: Lock down the whole centre and search every nook and cranny and if they 

261 couldn't find them they would have to change all the locks in the building. And keys for 
262 obvious reasons because a detainee could have a set of keys. 

263 Callum Tulley: Yeah, of course. He could have just gone around unlocking people's cells at 

264 night couldn't he? 

265 Joe Marshall: I mean I cannot get my head around the fact that someone can be that stupid, 
266 can you? I truly can't believe it. I couldn't -- you watched it on camera because I'm not 

267 supposed to watch it on camera that is why I am saying don't spread it around because you 
268 are supposed to have authority to -

269 Callum Tulley: Yeah, of course. 

270 Joe Marshall: And you watch it mate and you're seriously sitting there and you're [inaudible]. 
271 I mean you're fucking pissing yourself when he runs and jumps , it is one of the funniest things 
272 I've ever seen. But when he is taking his shoes off. 

273 Callum Tulley: That is mad, man. 

274 Tam Burns: [inaudible]. 

275 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 

276 
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277 V2017052400003 CLIP 4 

278 Callum Tulley: How is your head,; DX :? 
._._._.1 

279 DX (Detainee): [inaudible] 

280 Tam Burns: [inaudible] 

281 Callum Tulley: Stitching? 

282 DX (Detainee): Yeah, [inaudible] doesn't have time. Every morning says after lunch, 

283 after lunch he's saying after dinner, after dinner he's saying tomorrow. [inaudible] three days. 

284 Callum Tulley: For what? 

285 L DX ► (Detainee): This, out. 

286 Callum Tulley: Oh, what is in there? 

287 DX (Detainee): Metal 

288 Callum Tulley: Oh, metal? 

289 (Detainee): [inaudible] 

290 Joe Marshall: [inaudible] 

291 Callum Tulley: There has not been an explosion. 

292 DX ;(Detainee): [inaudible]. 

293 Tam Burns: [inaudible]. 

294 ! DX 1(Detainee): I got it -- I got it in my office. 

295 Tam Burns: Yeah, [inaudible] 

296 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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297 V2017052400004 Clip 1 
298 Ed Fiddy: Yeah 

299 Joe Marshall: The dirty bastards. Can you believe this? 

300 Callum Tulley: What? 

301 Joe Marshall: The fucking cunt who bit me. On here is down as one of the people I'm going to 

302 see for a job. 

303 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

304 Joe Marshall: He's gone now. He's gone, you know this is obviously before he bit me. It's the 
305 fact that - 

306 Ed Fiddy: Can I have a look at it? 

307 Joe Marshall: The dirty cunt. 

308 Ed Fiddy: Can you put it on here? What's his name ! ! [Inaudible] 

309 Joe Marshall: Can you imagine if he didn't go on his flight. I would take great pleasure in that. 

310 Callum Tulley: What, Just not, What? 

311 Joe Marshall: I'd fucking go to where ever he was and go 'hello there. You put your name 
312 down for a job?' Then I would turn around and be like stupid cunt you won't be getting one 

313 as long as I'm here' 

314 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

315 Callum Tulley: Did he go to Nigeria yesterday? 

316 Joe Marshall: He walked. 

317 Callum Tulley: Did he? 

318 Ed Fiddy: Was there a charter there last night? 

319 Callum Tulley: Yeah chart - Nigerian charter yesterday. 

320 Ed Fiddy: Oh that guy. 

321 Callum Tulley: Oh let's see him cause I didn't even know who he was. 

322 Joe Marshall: Absolute cunt. 

323 Ed Fiddy: He caused me problems yesterday, because basically no one told me -

324 Callum Tulley: Eby- : 

325 Ed Fiddy: No one told me he went to the block. 

326 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] has been brought to you, he's refusing to comply [Inaudible] orders-

327 Callum Tulley: Dx 

328 Joe Marshall: report to E-wing. Due to threats he made to the Home Office. He became very 

329 volatile in the visits area he also bit DCI Joe Marshall, with one L. 

330 Ed Fiddy: Yeah so no one told me he went to the block. And I'm, I'm trying to find problems 
331 with my roll count. 
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332 Callum Tulley: Yeah. 

333 Ed Fiddy: I was like Ben, like help me out here. 

334 Callum Tulley: Yeah, Were you on A-Wing? 

335 Ed Fiddy: C-Wing 

336 Callum Tulley: Oh right. 

337 Ed Fiddy: He just doesn't know what the fuck he's doing ,and I'm just like. 

338 Callum Tulley: [Inaudible] poker 

339 Ed Fiddy: Anyway yeah eventually like we find out this guy has gone to block. It was like 3 
340 hours later. Its just - 

341 Callum Tulley: Who do - Who did you wrap him up with Joe? 

342 Joe Marshall: Derek Murphy [Inaudible] 

343 Callum Tulley: Aw. What was Derek like? 

344 Joe Marshall: Well erm. Ben Wright and then Dean got his legs. Its - its one of them things 
345 mate. It's a visitors corridor room, you know how small them rooms are. 

346 Callum Tulley: Yeah. 

347 Joe Marshall: You have to wrangle them off the chairs. So we ended up in between the wall 
348 and a set of chairs, so you're pretty much under the table tryna fight someone who was really, 

349 at first going absolutely mental. 

350 Callum Tulley: Oh really 

351 Joe Marshall: So obviously I'm on his arm here and you know, like you do tryna get hold of 

352 the arm on the floor, but obviously manage to get hold of it, got it out straight, come up on 
353 top of it like that. And then I felt it at the time but when I come up on top I'm like what the 
354 fuck. You know like. Obviously [Inaudible] 

355 Callum Tulley: Yeah yeah. 

356 Joe Marshall: And in the midst of it like he must of managed to - Because I must have been 
357 struggling, you know like you do, your struggling to get the arm out in the midst of it, because 
358 it was such a [Inaudible], bearing in mind how small that space is, we're all sort of on top of 
359 him. He's obviously managed to, you know obviously go gnawing on my back. 

360 Callum Tulley: Chomp yeah 

361 Ed Fiddy:If I'da felt that [Inaudible] 

362 Joe Marshall: I did feel that, I felt it but you're in the heat of the moment. So I felt it for a 
363 sustained period like more than just a - 

364 Callum Tulley: Yeah, yeah. 

365 Joe Marshall: And then obviously, obviously he went sorta, like you do you know. 

366 Ed Fiddy: I guess you don't know really know do -

367 Callum Tulley: Yeah 
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368 Joe Marshall: it [Inaudible] me, Derek and Ben Wright that started it. But if it was in an open 
369 space like on that floor and I ended up getting bitten on the back I wouldn't be very happy 
370 cause I'd be saying like what the fuck is the person on the head doing. 

371 Callum Tulley: Yeah yeah 

372 Joe Marshall: Cause I'm getting bitten in my blind side, so I can't do anything about that. 

373 Callum Tulley: Yeah yeah. 

374 Joe Marshall: But you can't cause it was such a small space. Derek's a lump, Ben Wright's a 

375 lump, Dean Brackenridge is a lump. I was squished. 

376 Ed Fiddy: Who is Ben Wright? 

377 Callum Tulley: Ben Wright fat, oh young kid. 

378 Joe Marshall: Fat without being horrible - Imagine - you know the table and chairs. 

379 Callum Tulley: Weren't you working with him on C-Wing weren't you? The other day. 

380 Joe Marshall: Yeah 

381 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

382 Callum Tulley: Really fat, got a massive gut. 

383 Joe Marshall: Yeah really fat, nice, but you can imagine, I'm sort of squished slightly coming 

384 towards under the chair. 

385 Ed Fiddy: The wet one? 

386 Callum Tulley: He's alright, he's alright. 

387 Joe Marshall: Yeah he's alright. 

388 Callum Tulley: He's very well shaven, he's got a bit of a baby face. Sorry Joe you were saying. 

389 Joe Marshall No its just you can imagine I'm under the table, nearly under the table. It's such 

390 a small space in it. 

391 Ed Fiddy: Especially when [Inaudible] 

392 Joe Marshall: Tiny tiny space. 

393 Callum Tulley: Yeah 

394 Ed Fiddy: I get it I get it. 

395 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] So it can happen unfortunately. If someone is that way inclined 

396 they're gonna get that opportunity aren't they. If they wanna kick off [Inaudible] kicked off a 

397 lot. 

398 Callum Tulley: Did you give him a dig when he bit ya. 

399 Joe Marshall: No. No to be honest. 

400 Ed Fiddy: Heat of the moment though [Inaudible]. 

401 Callum Tulley: Oh mate, like fair play to ya. 
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402 Joe Marshall: No, no, no mate, like I felt it and all the rest of it but you get on with it don't 
403 ya. Cause my concern was his arm, I didn't have his arm secure at that point. My only concern 
404 was his arm. You know I had hold of it but you know what its like its going - a bit thrashing. 
405 So when I managed to, get him he was screaming. Like I can never envisage, like what is that 
406 noise, [Inaudible] you know what they do 'ah they're killing me' I finally got his arm round like 
407 that he's still tryna struggle so I just bung my knee on his fucking arm. 

408 Ed Fiddy: Nice. 

409 Joe Marshall: But when im doing that, thats when I went fuck. And I knew I had been bitten 
410 and I got - Because the melee had stopped [Inaudible] breather ain't there. I was fucking 
411 furious as you can imagine, Cause you don't know what you done. 

412 Callum Tulley: Yeah yeah. 

413 Joe Marshall: You don't know what you done. So I turned to Trig -

414 Ed Fiddy: You don't know what he's got either. 

415 Joe Marshall: and I went - He stopped struggling altogether. Obviously copped his wrist, 
416 turned to Trig, Gary Head just stood behind me. Gary jumps on his arm, I think I might have 
417 said off-camera [inaudible] punch him in the face. 

418 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

419 Joe Marshall: No but seriously because you got to be careful aint ya. Cause that would have 
420 been me gone. So when I got up and walked out they scared the shit outta me, the health 
421 care were there and I went' I've definitely been bitten' I went like that, and the guy was like 
422 'Oh that's a really bad bite, go with that nurse now.' I'm thinking what the fuck, you'd shit 
423 yourself. This guy's a Nigerian, you know I'm not being funny, I'm thinking all sorts of shit. I 
424 can't see it. No but I can't see it, it's true I can't see it so I don't know. I can't see it, so I'm 
425 like that. 

426 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] 

427 Joe Marshall: I get up to the hospital, and its like not as bad as they described. [Inaudible] 
428 basically it's all precautionary, I got to have this stuff and it just stings quite a lot and put a 
429 plaster on it. But what a horrible thing to happen. Go to work and end up getting bitten. 

430 Callum Tulley: [Inaudible] 

431 Ed Fiddy: I did this first aid course - 

432 Joe Marshall: Cause I get wedged underneath a table while someones arm's, you know what 
433 its like when you try and get the arm out and there - At one point his other arm, cause it 
434 happens dun it. His other arm nearly, very nearly, I'm struggling like that 

435 Callum Tulley: Ooo 

436 Joe Marshall: I see this and he came round there, his other arm, so I'm like what the fuck. 
437 And afterwards Derek was like, 'you such as -' Cause Derek couldn't get down to be like, cause 
438 you know where you're meant to be holding the head like that. Derek is actually like this to do 
439 the head and that. 

440 Callum Tulley: Oh I see. 
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441 Joe Marshall: See, Its such a a small space innit. Even in hind sight to be fair, in hind sight-

442 Callum Tulley: I was going to say I though Derek would have -

443 Joe Marshall: In hind sight we should have took him in the corridor not gone in the room. 

444 Callum Tulley: What, bring him out to the corridor? 

445 Joe Marshall: No, not gone in the room - had the conversation in the corridor. 

446 Callum Tulley: Oh yeah, so you had the space. 

447 Joe Marshall: And then we would have got a little bit more space then we had, because we 

448 had no space. There's no space at all. 

449 Ed Fiddy: Its quite sterile really, there's no like obstruction. 

450 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] and a solid floor. 

451 Callum Tulley: Yeah there isn't, the only problem is visitors, you might have people coming 
452 out with visitors. 

453 Joe Marshall: And it is solid floor not carpet. So when his arms are flailing around, cause 
454 obviously you're smacking it aren't ya to get it down, if you're smacking it on a solid floor he's 

455 gonna feel it innit, not a nice smooth sort of carpet. But he was giving it all the — ah giving it 

456 all the, proper mate. Like I mean proper, Trig's body cam fell into his pocket, so the only footage 
457 was the initial use of force. He was sat in the chair going 'I'm not going anywhere' so Trigs 

458 come along goes, you know what you do, you walk round, and just a little, he just started going 
459 mad. 

460 Callum Tulley: [Inaudible] Missed opportunity. 

461 Joe Marshall: And then his body cam has fallen into the pocket. 

462 Callum Tulley: Missed opportunity. 

463 Joe Marshall: And all you can hear on the body cam is just - , its fucking unbelievable. I pissed 
464 my self, most unbelievable screaming. You know what they do, how much unbelievable 

465 screaming. 

466 Ed Fiddy: I do - I do love watching the playbacks. 

467 Joe Marshall: I know it sounds horrible, it sound really horrible. But I found that quite funny. 

468 I remember the one that I'd done in the CSU . Exactly the same thing, took him onto his front 

469 ,not his back, obviously put his arm round, and then mate, his screaming, I couldn't help it I 
470 was laughing. You know 'Allah, they are killing me' sort of puts me in the mood for it again but 
471 I end up thinking, am I fucking retarded? You've got to be mentally retarded 

472 Ed Fiddy: I hate it — I hate it when there like, 'I'm resisting, I'm resisting' I'm like shut the 
473 fuck up. 

474 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] 

475 Ed Fiddy: I mean we had one, the initial [Inaudible] didn't really annoy me, it was just him, 
476 he kept he was fucking in like this, holding his hands [Ed Fiddy mimics a detainee curling into 
477 a ball]. 

478 Joe Marshall: Yeah that's the worse you can get. 
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479 Ed Fiddy: 'I'm not resisting, they're assaulting me, I'm willing to go, I'm not resisting' 
480 [Inaudible] I gave him pain compliance in the end. Ah such [Inaudible]. 

481 Joe Marshall: Aw mate I do that and all. When I put his arm out this guy, when I put his arm 

482 out. He was on his back, so his arms out like that and I was holding it and he, obviously cause 
483 in the melee he had my keys in his hand. He's lying on the floor, I've got his arm but my keys 
484 are like that in his hand, and he could hear me going [Inaudible] let go of my keys, he wouldn't 

485 let go of my keys, so mate I don't know how I didn't break his thumb, because instantly it was 
486 like - I was proper going for it. Obviously I'm holding his arm now so I've actually got his arm 
487 now, that's where I put my knee. His arm aint going nowhere, but he's got my keys. So I was 

488 just using my other fucking hand on his thumb. 

489 Ed Fiddy: How'd you do that? 

490 Joe Marshall: No so, I done that and nothing so I'm thinking what the fuck. So I really done 

491 it [Joe Marshall mimes applying pressure to the thumb joint to push the digit into the palm, 

492 then opens his hand to indicate the detainee releasing the keys once the pain was too much], 

493 then he went - go on you cunt. 

494 Ed Fiddy: I - I would just yank it mate [Ed Fiddy mimes applying pressure in the opposite 
495 direction; pulling the thumb away from the fingers]. I don't fucking do this shit. 

496 Callum Tulley: I thought that hurts more, when you press it like that [Callum Tulley suggests 

497 Joe Marshall's technique is more painful than Ed Fiddy's technique]. Its inside like I would rather 

498 that then you just yanking it back that just like a [Inaudible] init. Someone puts that to me, 
499 fucking well hurts mate 

500 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] that way. 

501 Callum Tulley: Eh? 

502 Joe Marshall: Try and do it that way, doesn't go that way 

503 Callum Tulley: Doesn't go that way Yeah, I noticed that. 

504 Joe Marshall: Great though really really enjoyed my last 2 days at work. 

505 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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506 V2017052400004 Clip 2 
507 
508 Callum Tulley: When - When was meant to be transferred to the Verne the other day 
509 yeah. I took him down to discharge, he was refusing to go, had a team kitted up for him and 
510 stuff, but he walked out with managers. But the guys that came, the suitable crew, they bought 
511 3 - no they bought 2 really small females and these 2 officers and they looked at D3702 1 and 
512 they thought 'fuck that' and they didn't take him. 

513 Joe Marshall: We had a team kitted up, did we? 

514 Callum Tulley: Eh? 

515 Joe Marshall: We had a team kitted up? 

516 Callum Tulley: No they had a team kitted up, they had like Yan and Derek were kitted up. So 
517 they would have been alright. 

518 Ed Fiddy: I've done one before with Yan, beast. 

519 Callum Tulley: Is he? 

520 Ed Fiddy: Proper. 

521 Callum Tulley: I've done CNR's with Yan not not - only spontaneous. 

522 Ed Fiddy: Have you seen [Inaudible] pure muscle mate. 

523 Callum Tulley: Because then - bring a suitable crew but - but its only suitable in numbers, but 
524 if you looked at the actual size of them. 

525 Joe Marshall: Yeah, you're right yeah. 

526 Ed Fiddy: Especially they really need to have a profile for the guys before they come. So if 
527 they're suitable they go 'right he's fit, he's gym, he [Inaudible] a lot, he's 6ft 5.' 

528 Joe Marshall: Mate I have to say there is something to be said, the wiry ones, they really are 
529 hard to get hold of when they go for it. 

530 Callum Tulley: Oh yeah 

531 Joe Marshall: That guy's quite wiry from the other day. But because he's like, for him, you 
532 know its his last fight for him, he's really giving it his absolute all, until we got him into a 
533 position where he wouldn't achieve nothing, he was really giving it his all and because he is 
534 wiry, it is hard. 

535 Callum Tulley: Yeah exactly , he can get out of locks and that. 

536 Joe Marshall: It is hard. 

537 Callum Tulley: Thing about[ D3702 as well if he's, unless he overwhelms the team in the first 
538 5 minutes, like he's gonna, he's overweight that: D3702 ;guy• 

539 Ed Fiddy [Inaudible] 

540 Callum Tulley: He's gunna run out of steam, there's 4 officers. 

541 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] 

542 Callum Tulley: On full tank and there's one detainee on a full tank. 
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543 Joe Marshall: [Inaudible] that DX get 2 teams [Inaudible] so they can have a swap. 

544 Callum Tulley: Yeah cause they had to keep rotating didn't they. 

545 Ed Fiddy: [Inaudible] Dixson he's like [Inaudible] fuck you. 

546 Callum Tulley: People like Dixson, I really, didn't have much faith in them in terms of how 

547 actual big they were. 

548 

549 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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550 V2017052400004 Clip 3 
551 

552 Ed Fiddy: So whats the plan then, what you er -

553 Callum Tulley: It's a shame really what happened to you on that wing. D-Wing. 

554 Ed Fiddy: Yeah. It was good. 

555 Callum Tulley: Cause I was there - I was there for -bang-up on Monday and it was like quarter 

556 past nine and they were all still in their rooms, and everyone was just screaming and shouting 
557 and banging on doors, paintings and just whistling and just causing general disruption. And 
558 then like I was talking to Louis yesterday morning, and Louis was saying 'it's just so 

559 disheartening' he was saying how deflated he feels cause he was one of the officers that helped 

560 get it under control when it was shit. And then he was saying - you alright Ben - he was saying 
561 how he feels like he was losing control again. And then later on there's a fight and you can see 
562 Louis just well fucking down about things cause he's just seen what hap - happened to his 

563 wing. 

564 Male Manager 1: [Inaudible] 

565 Callum Tulley: Eh? 

566 Male Manager 1: [Inaudible] jacks? Where is Pikey? 

567 Ed Fiddy: He's literally just walked out. 

568 Male Manager 1: What way? 

569 Ed Fiddy: That way - Yeah I told Louis [Inaudible] 

570 Callum Tulley: Yeah I felt bad for him yesterday, do you know what I mean. 

571 Ed Fiddy: Yeah it was good when he was with [Inaudible] 

572 Male Manager 1:There's no experience on the wings any more, people don't like 

573 confrontation. 

574 Ed Fiddy: I said to him - I said to him 'like look you been here long now, like what, you don't 
575 need to be here -' 

576 Male Manager 1: You been here 6 years, something like that. 

577 Ed Fiddy: 'You don't need to be on the wing.' 

578 Callum Tulley: You can get off though. 

579 Male Manager 1: [Inaudible] 

580 [END OF TRANSCRIPT] 
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